St Patrick’s Day 2020
Friday March 13th 7:30 to 11:30 in the Pub
Paul and Lorraine
Paul and Lorraine started with a rouge folk band (Folk Underground), then split off to form their own duo. They bring a wide
variety to the table, including: lots of drinking, lots of losing your love, plenty of death, doom, and destruction, along with
happy little nights in the Pub. They take requests and will play almost anything (if they know about half of it!)

Saturday March 14th in the Pub
Legacy – 3:00 to 7:00
Based in the Twin Cities of Minnesota, Legacy has been playing Celtic traditional tunes and pub-style songs in a way that
sets it apart from other bands. Legacy offers a balanced selection of songs (traditional pub, ballad, and contemporary
styles) and dance tunes (traditional and stylized arrangements).

Paul & Lorraine – 7:30 to 11:30
Paul and Lorraine started with a rouge folk band (Folk Underground), then split off to form their own duo. They bring a wide
variety to the table, including: lots of drinking, lots of losing your love, plenty of death, doom, and destruction, along with
happy little nights in the Pub. They take requests and will play almost anything (if they know about half of it!)

Sunday March 15th in the Pub
Legacy –2:00 to 5:00
Based in the Twin Cities of Minnesota, Legacy has been playing Celtic traditional tunes and pub-style songs in a way that sets it apart from other
bands. Legacy offers a balanced selection of songs (traditional pub, ballad, and contemporary styles) and dance tunes
(traditional and stylized arrangements).

Sister Tree 5:30 to 8:30
Sister Tree renders radiant, expansive harmonies for strings and voices,
and kick it back with old favorites and downright far-fetched selections
grounded in Celtic and Americana Traditions. Roving over the wild and
storied landscapes of life, they envibe with the rhythms of sugarplums dropped in the
forest. From lilt to throttle, they are Gaia’s sirens atop the scrape of a mountain ridge, awash in
an avalanche of symbiotic energies hauled up from the bones of earth to the starlight.

St Patrick’s Day March 17th
Charlie’s Pub
2:00 to 5:00 Northerly Gales Duo
Hailing from the Twin Cities, the Northerly
Gales is a rollicking acoustic folk group
whose music draws from the Irish, Scottish,
Canadian and American folk traditions.
Though primarily consisting of fiddle, guitar,
pipes, bass and voice, the Gales love to mix
it up with harmonica, whistle, mandolin,
bouzouki, bodhran and whatever else they
can get their hands on.

5:30 to 8:30 Mac & Cheese
Irish, Celtic, and American
Traditonal. Pete McCauley
and Tim Cheesebrow are a
duo from the Twin Cities, MN
bringing old tunes to life and
having a great time doing it.
9:00 to 12:00 – Broken Spoke
A high-energy Irish/folk band based in
Saint Paul, MN highlighting the sweet
stringed sounds of the fiddle, stand-up
bass, guitar, and mandolin. Traditional
Irish Music and Irish Rock with a twist!
Broken Spoke never fail to deliver an
outstanding performance that will have you up on your feet before
you know it!

Ballroom
3:00 to 8:00 Dregs
The Dregs are a comedy folk band of six performers based in
the Twin Cities region of Minnesota. Their act consists of a capella
and instrumental versions of original music, covers of Traditional
Irish Ballads, Sea Chanteys, Folk,
Southern Rock, Country and Modern
pop tunes as well as improvised
comedy and mash-ups of varying
styles.
They have been voted the “Best
Musical Act” at the Minnesota
Renaissance Festival for a number of
years.Their touring has brought their blend of music and humor to
Irish Pubs, Theatres and Festivals around the Midwest of the United
States.

8:30 to 11:30 Jolly
Groggers
Jolly Groggers are an
upbeat Irish Folk band from
right here in Minneapolis!
They always bring high energy and a big crowd. It is sure
to be a fun night in downtown Stillwater!

